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1

Introduction
The Dialogic® DSI RMM (Resilient MTP Management) module can be used in
dual resilient systems to provide a mechanism to send MTP3 / M3UA
messages via either unit in the dual resilient system. This Programmer's
Manual is intended for users choosing to develop their own application
programs that will interface with and use the functionality provided by the
M3UA or MTP3 module.
This manual is largely for reference only. The RMM module should be
configured by the management module S7_Mgt. The RMM and S7_mgt
modules are part of the Dialogic® DSI Development Package and are
implemented in a similar message-based, event-driven manner to the other
modules in the Dialogic® DSI product range.
This manual provides an overview of the internal operation of the RMM
module and defines the message-based APIs for configuration and
management applications to use.

1.1

Abbreviations
Abbreviation

1.2

1.3

Description

M3UA

MTP3 User Adaptation Layer

MTP3

Message Transfer Part Layer 3

DPC

Destination Point Code

SI

Service Indicator

SS7

Signaling System Number 7

RMM

Resilient MTP Management

Related Documentation
[1]

Dialogic® DSI Software Environment Programmer's Manual

[2]

Dialogic® DSI MTP Programmer’s Manual

[3]

Dialogic® DSI M3UA Programmer’s Manual

Feature Overview
Notable features of the RMM module include:
•

User interface common with other Dialogic® DSI Signaling Protocols

•

Message based interface

•

May be used with MTP3 or M3UA modules

•

Supports 14, 16 and 24 bit Point Codes

•

The RMM module allows outbound messages from a partner unit in a dual
resilient system to be sent via the remote M3UA / MTP3 if the route is
unavailable
5
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2

General Description

2.1

System Overview
The RMM module is used in dual resilient systems to improve the resilience of
the whole system by passing traffic and status messages between units of the
system when appropriate. The RMM module sits in the protocol stack
between the User Part modules, such as ISUP or SCCP, and the MTP3 or
M3UA modules.
The RMM module can be used to redirect outbound MTP traffic to the remote
partner if the local route for the outbound traffic is unavailable.
Inbound MTP traffic is automatically forwarded transparently to the user part
protocols, which will forward the MTP message to the remote partner (via
RSI).
The RMM modules monitor the MTP3 route status indications from the MTP3
or M3UA module and provide an aggregate status to the User Part modules
based on the accessibility via either unit.
All modules should be present on both units of the system and the
configuration of the MTP routes should be identical. All MTP routes must also
be configured in RMM modules.
Figure 1.
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System Overview of RMM shows an example configuration.
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Figure 1.

2.2

System Overview of RMM

Module Overview
The RMM module is used to redirect outgoing user part traffic in a dual
resilient system to an available MTP / M3UA route. Incoming traffic will be
forwarded to the local user part protocol stacks. All routes to the remote
destination must be configured in the RMM module, as well as in the layer 3
module (MTP3 / M3UA)
When receiving a MTP-Transfer Request (e.g., from ISUP), the RMM module
will perform the following:
• If a local route is available, the MTP-Transfer request will be forwarded
to the local MTP stack.
• If the local route is unavailable but the remote route is available, then
the MTP-Transfer Request will be forwarded to the remote MTP stack
(via RSI). The partner unit will update the local partner with the
status of each destination on start-up or when a change of status is
indicated.
• If the local and remote routes are unavailable, then the MTP-Transfer
request will be forwarded to the local MTP stack and be discarded.
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2.3

System.txt
When using RMM the system.txt file will need to contain appropriate
configuration to allow the redirected traffic to be sent via the RSI module and
to allow messages from the remote partner to be redirected to the correct
modules.
For example:
********************************************************************
Example system.txt. RMM and stuff (UNIT A)
********************************************************************
* Modules running on the host:
*
LOCAL
0x00
* Timer Task
LOCAL
0xcf
* s7_mgt - Management/config task
LOCAL
0xef
* s7_log - Display and logging utility
LOCAL
0xd0
* SCTPD module
LOCAL
0xd1
* SCTP module
LOCAL
0xd2
* M3UA module
REDIRECT 0x22
0xd2
* Redirect MTP traffic to M3UA
LOCAL
0x33
* SCCP module
LOCAL
0x14
* TCAP module
LOCAL
0x25
* IS41 module
LOCAL
0x15
* MAP module
LOCAL
0x2d
* MTR or MTU module
LOCAL
0x32
* RMM
LOCAL
0xc0
* RSI
LOCAL
0xfd
* rsicmd Module Id
*
* Definitions unique to unit A:
*
REDIRECT 0x42 0x32
* RMM (from remote partner) to RMM
REDIRECT 0x62 0x22
* MTP-Transfer Request from remote partner
* Definitions to other unit:
*
REDIRECT 0x52 0xc0
* RMM messages to remote RMM
REDIRECT 0x72 0xc0
* MTP-Transfer requests to remote partner
NUM_MSGS 10000
*
* Now start-up all local tasks:
*
FORK_PROCESS
..\..\..\bin\s7_log.exe -fss7.log
FORK_PROCESS
..\..\..\bin\tim_nt.exe
FORK_PROCESS
..\..\..\bin\tick_nt.exe
FORK_PROCESS
..\..\..\bin\sctpd.exe
FORK_PROCESS
..\..\..\bin\sctp.exe
FORK_PROCESS
..\..\..\bin\m3ua_nt.exe
FORK_PROCESS
..\..\..\bin\sccp_nt.exe
FORK_PROCESS
..\..\..\bin\tcp_nt.exe -t
FORK_PROCESS
..\..\..\bin\map_nt.exe -t
FORK_PROCESS
..\..\..\bin\is41_nt.exe
FORK_PROCESS
..\..\..\bin\rmm.exe -m0x32
FORK_PROCESS
..\..\..\bin\s7_mgt.exe -d
FORK_PROCESS
FORK_PROCESS
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..\..\..\bin\rsi.exe -m0xc0 -r..\..\..\bin\rsi_lnk.exe -l1
..\..\..\bin\rsicmd.exe 0 0x32 0 192.168.1.1 9000 0xc0
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2.4

Module Configuration
The RMM module is configured for operating with a number of user part
modules, which lie above the RMM module and with either M3UA or MTP
configured as the transport protocol.
Management functionality should be provided by a management module,
which configures the RMM module.
Figure 2.

RMM Context Diagram

The configuration of the ISUP / SCCP module must be changed so that the
MTP module Id is changed to the module Id of the RMM module (default
0x32).
The configuration of the MTP module must be changed so that the User Part
configuration is changed whereby all user parts are now sent to the RMM
module (default 0x32).
9
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The RMM module configuration contains the remote RMM module Id; this
should match the redirected value in the system.txt (in the example above
this should be set 0x52).
Each of the routes configured in the RMM module has the following
information:
User part Module Id – this should be configured as normal
Local MTP Module Id – this should be configured with the local MTP module Id
(default 0x22)
Remote MTP Module – this should match the redirected value in the
system.txt (in the example above, this should be set to 0x72).
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3

Interface to system services

3.1

System Functions
In addition to the primitive interface and the management interface to the
RMM module (which is described in Section 5: Message Reference), the RMM
module requires a few basic system services to be supplied by the underlying
operating system. This functionality is usually supplied by the appropriate
Development package.

The following functions are required for inter-task communication:
Function

Description

GCT_send

Sends a message to another task.

GCT_receive

Accepts next message from input event queue,
blocking the task if no message is ready.

GCT_grab

As for GCT_receive but not blocking if no message is
ready.

The following functions are required for allocation of inter-task messages:

3.2

Function

Description

getm

Allocates a message.

relm

Releases a message.

Timer Operation
In order to provide internal implementation of the M3UA protocol timers, the
RMM module needs to receive a periodic timer tick message. This is usually
achieved using the Timer module, in which case the following messages are
used by the RMM module:

Message

Description

KEEP_TIME

Issued by the module to initialize the timer services

TM_EXP

Issued by the timer module to notify of time-out.

For further information on these messages, see Related Doc [3]
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4

External Message Definitions

4.1

MTP / M3UA
The Dialogic® DSI RMM module is intended to interface to the Dialogic® DSI
MTP3 or M3UA Modules for sending traffic into the network or for receiving
traffic from the network.
The following primitives are used:
Table 1.

Primitives from RMM to MTP3 / M3UA
API_MSG_TX_REQ (0x728a)

Table 2.

4.2

MTP-Transfer Request

Primitives from MTP3 / M3UA to RMM
API_MSG_RX_IND

MTP-Transfer Indication

MTP_MSG_PAUSE_IND

MTP-Pause Indication

MTP_MSG_RESUME_IND

MTP-Resume Indication

MTP_MSG_STATUS_IND

MTP-Status Indication

User Parts
The Dialogic® DSI RMM module is intended to interface to the Dialogic® DSI
User Part module such as SCCP or ISUP.
The following primitives are used:
Table 3.

Table 4.

Primitives from RMM to User Parts
API_MSG_RX_IND

MTP-Transfer Indication

MTP_MSG_PAUSE_IND

MTP-Pause Indication

MTP_MSG_RESUME_IND

MTP-Resume Indication

MTP_MSG_STATUS_IND

MTP-Status Indication

Primitives from User Part to RMM
API_MSG_TX_REQ (0x728a)
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MTP-Transfer Request
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5

Message Reference

5.1

Non-Primitive Interface
In addition to the primitive interface for passing protocol messages and
management messages between the M3UA module and the user modules, the
RMM module supports a non-primitive interface for implementation specific
functionality.
The non-primitive interface is used to by the user for configuration purposes
and for communication with the remote the RMM module in the dual resilient
system.
This section describes the formats of the messages used in the non-primitive
interface.
When the RMM module returns a confirmation message containing a status
value, the status will be one of the following:

5.1.1

Mnemonic

Value

Description

NONE

0x00

Success

RMME_BAD_ID

0x01

Inappropriate or invalid id in request message

RMME_BAD_MSG

0x05

Inappropriate or unrecognized message type.

RMME_BAD_PARAM

0x06

Invalid parameters contained in the message

RMME_NO_RESOURCES

0x07

Insufficient internal resources

RMM_MSG_CONFIG
Synopsis

Configure system parameters for the RMM module.
Message Format
Message Header
Field Name

Meaning

type

RMM_MSG_CONFIG (0x7770)

id

0

src

Sending module id

dst

RMM module id

rsp_req

Used to request a confirmation

hclass

0

status

Non zero on error

len

16
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Parameter Area
Offset

Size

Name

0

2

options

2

1

remote_id

3

1

mgmt_id

4

2

rem_inst

6

10

reserved

Description

First message sent to the RMM module to start the module and configure
general parameters.
The configuring module (e.g. S7_MGT) sending the message should request a
response and check the returned status to verify that the configuration
message has been accepted by the RMM module.
Parameters

options
Bit Number
0-1

2-15

Description
Point Code Format:00 – 14 bit point codes
01 – 24 bit point codes
10 – 16 bit point codes
Reserved - Should be set to zero

Therefore, when the RMM module is used in a system, only a single point
code is available per instance of the RMM module.
mgmt_id
Module ID of the management module.
remote_id
Module ID of the remote RMM module.
rem_inst
Instance of the remote the RMM module should be set to zero.
reserved
Reserved space. Must be set to zero
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5.1.2

RMM_MSG_CNF_ROUTE
Synopsis

Configure M3UA or MTP route for the RMM module, Each route is configured
on a DPC and Service Indicator basis
Message Format
Message Header
Field Name

Meaning

type

RMM_MSG_CNF_ROUTE (0x7771)

id

0

src

Sending module id

dst

RMM Module ID

rsp_req

Used to request a confirmation

hclass

0

status

Non-zero on error

len

16
Parameter Area
Offset

Size

Name

0

4

DPC

4

1

Service Indicator

5

1

User Id

6

1

Local M3UA/MTP Id

7

1

Remote M3UA/MTP Id

8

2

Reserved

10

2

Reserved

12

2

Options

14

2

Reserved

Description

Sent to the RMM module to configure either an MTP or M3UA route, each
route in the RMM must be unique
Parameters

DPC
Destination point code for the route.
Service Indicator
Service Indicator for the route (e.g., ISUP 5).
15
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User Id
User part module Id for the route.
Local M3UA/MTP Id
Module Id for the local M3UA / MTP module.
Remote M3UA/MTP Id
Module Id for the remote M3UA / MTP module.
flags:-

Bit
Number

Description

0

Default route for the service indicator

1-15

Reserved - Should be set to zero
reserved
Reserved space. Must be set to zero.

5.1.3

RMM_MSG_HEARTBEAT
Synopsis

Sent between the RMM modules on the local and remote partners
Message Format
Message Header
Field Name

16

Meaning

type

RMM_MSG_HEARTBEAT (0x7778)

id

0

src

Sending module id

dst

RMM module id

rsp_req

Used to request a confirmation

hclass

0

status

Non zero on error

err_info

0

len

0
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Description

Used to determine whether communication with the remote the RMM module
is allowed. If no response is returned, then all routes via the remote partner
will become unavailable
Parameters

None

5.1.4

RMM_MSG_SYNCH_REQ
Synopsis

Sent from the local to the remote RMM module to request synchronization of
remote route status
Message Format
Message Header
Field Name

Meaning

type

RMM_MSG_SYNCH_REQ (0x7779)

id

0

src

Local RMM module id

dst

Remote RMM module id

rsp_req

Used to request a confirmation

hclass

0

status

Non zero on error

len

0
Parameter Area
Offset

Size

Name

Description

Used to request the status of all routes that are configured on the remote
RMM process. This is sent when the RMM module starts to heartbeat.
Parameters

5.1.5

RMM_MSG_ROUTE_TABLE
Synopsis

Sent in response to the synchronization request; sends the status of all
locally configured routes to the remote RMM module.
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Message Format
Message Header
Field Name

Meaning

type

RMM_MSG_ROUTE_TABLE (0x777a)

id

0

src

Local RMM module id

dst

Remote RMM module id

rsp_req

Used to request a confirmation

hclass

0

status

Non zero on error

err_info

0

len

see below
Parameter Area
Offset

Size

Name

0

4

options

4

2

Num routes

6

4

DPC (1 route)

10

1

Service Indicator (1 Route)

11

1

Status (1 Route)

12

4

DPC (2

16

1

Service Indicator (2

17

1

nd

:

:

:

:

st

st

st

nd

Status (2

Route)
nd

Route)

Route)

Description

Used to update the remote RMM module with the status of all routes
configured in the local RMM module. More than one Route Table message
can be sent in response to the synchronization request. There is a maximum
of 50 routes per message.
Parameters

options
Options set for the message; should be set to 0
num_routes
Number of route status indications that are reported in the current message
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DPC
Destination Point code for the route
Service Indicator
Service Indicator for the route (e.g., SCCP 3)
Status
Current status of the route:Unavailable

-

0x00

Available

-

0x01
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